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EVENT – MUSIC AND DANCE

Entertainment
Diary

Sunday, March 6 
Malmee 2016 - BMICH - 9 a.m.
Dedunna Vagey – Musaeus College Auditorium – 7 p.m. 
Heat – Kings Bar – 8 p.m.
Thusitha Dananjaya – Galadari Hotel – 7 p.m.
Savindswa Wijesekera – Cinnamon Lakeside – 7 p.m.
Yohan and Honorine – Waters Edge – 12 p.m. 
Paul Perera – California  Grill – 7 p.m.
Barefoot Band – Barefoot – 11 a.m.
Sam the Man – Harbour Room – 7 p.m.
Shasika + Upul - Sky, Kingsbury – 5 p.m.
Los Paradians - Curry Leaf, Hilton – 7 p.m.
Norma’n Jazz – Mount Lavinia Hotel – 11 a.m.
Out of Time – Curve – 7 p.m.
Arosha Katz/Beverly Rodrigo – Cinnamon Grand – 5 p.m. 

Monday, March 7
Shasika + Upul – Kingsbury Sky Lounge – 5.30 p.m. 
Suranga Rajapakse – Curry Leaf, Colombo Hilton 6 p.m.
Thusitha Dananjaya – Galadari Hotel – 7 p.m.
Ananda Dabare Duo – Cinnamon Grand – 7 p.m.
Savindswa Wijesekera – Cinnamon Lakeside – 7 p.m.
Heat – Kingsbar – 8 p.m.
Sam the Man – Mount Lavinia Hotel – 7 p.m.
DJ Shane – Library, Cinnamon Lakeside – 8 p.m.
Stella Karaoke – Il Ponte – 8 p.m.
Shamal Fernando - California Grill – 7 p.m

Tuesday, March 8
Mayura – Curry Leaf, Colombo Hilton 6.30 p.m.
Flame – Curve – 7 p.m.
Shasika + Upul – Kingsbury – 5 p.m.
Shamal Fernando - California Grill – 7 p.m.
Suranga Rajapakse – Curry Leaf – Hilton – 7 p.m. 
DJ Shane – Library – Cinnamon Lakeside – 8 p.m.
Yohan and Honorine – Royal Palm, Kalutara – 8 p.m. 
Trio – Cinnamon Grand – 7 p.m.
Buddi de Silva – Cinnamon Grand – 5 p.m.
Arosha Katz – Cinnamon Lakeside – 7 p.m.
Thusitha Dananjaya – Galadari Hotel – 7 p.m.
Stella Karaoke – Il Ponte – 8 p.m.
Gihan – Kingsbar – 8 p.m. 

Wednesday, March 9
Misty – Rhythm & Blues – 8 p.m. 
Kool – Curve – 7 p.m. 
DJ Kapila – Library – Cinnamon Lakeside – 8 p.m.
Arosha Katz/Beverly Rodrigo – Cinnamon Lakeside – 5 p.m.
Mintaka – FDO – 7 p.m.
C & C – Kings Bar – 8 p.m.
Aubrey & Heat – The Keg – 8 p.m. 
Suranga Rajapakse - Curry Leaf, Colombo Hilton 6 p.m. 
DJ Effex – Magarita Blue – 8 p.m. 
Paul Perera – Galadari Hotel – 7 p.m.
Shasika & Upul – Kingsbury Sky Lounge – 5.30 p.m. 
Shamal Fernando - California Grill – 7.p.m

Thursday, March 10
Kismet – Galadari Hotel -  7 p.m. 
Dee-Zone – Rhythm & Blues – 8 p.m.
Shasika & Upul – Kingsbury Sky Lounge – 5.30 p.m. 
Funk Junction – Curve – 7 p.m.
Annesley – Kingsbar – 8 p.m. 
Heat – Margarita Blue – 8.30 p.m.
Los Paradians – Curry Leaf, Colombo Hilton – 7.00 p.m.
Paul Perera - California Grill – 7 p.m.
C & C – Shore by 0 – 8 p.m. 
Ananda Dabare String Quartet – Cinnamon Grand – 7 p.m. 
Savindswa Wijesekera – Cinnamon Lakeside – 7 p.m.

Friday, March 11
Kismet – Galadari Hotel – 7 p.m.
Nalin and the Star Combination – B52 GOH – 8.30 p.m.  
Los Paradians – Curry Leaf – Colombo Hilton 7 p.m.
Rebels – Mount Lavinia Hotel – 7 p.m.
C & C – Havelocks Sports Club – 8 p.m.
Duraraij – Kingsbury Poolside – 6.30 p.m. 
Aubrey & Heat – The Keg – 8 p.m. 
Crossroads/Effex Djs – Margarita Blue – 8.30 p.m.  
Yohan and Honorine – Blue Waters, Wadduwa – 7 p.m. 
Arosha Katz – Cinnamon Lakeside – 7 p.m.
Magic Box Mix up – Waters Edge – 8 p.m.
Shasika + Upul – Kingsbury Sky Lounge – 5 p.m.  
DJ Shane – Library – Cinnamon Lakeside – 9 p.m.
Audio Squad – Rhythm & Blues – 8 p.m. 
Tamara Ruberu/ En Route – Cinnamon Grand – 5 p.m. 
Three Play - California Grill – 7 p.m.
Train – Kingsbar – 8 p.m. 

Saturday, March 12
Sing-a-long with Heat – BMICH Banquet Hall – 8 p.m. 
Buddhi de Silva/G 9 – Cinnamon Grand 5 p.m.
Magic Box – Qbaa – 8 p.m. 
Norma’n Jazz – Mount Lavinia Hotel – 7 p.m. 
Los Paradians – Curry Leaf, Colombo Hilton 7 p.m. 
Sheridan – Kingsbar – 8 p.m. 
Mintaka – Curve Bar – 9 p.m.
Aubrey & Heat – Cinnamon Grand Breeze Bar – 7 p.m. 
Nalin and the Star Combination – B52 GOH – 8.30 p.m.
Yohan and Honorine – Tsing Tao – 7 p.m. 
Gravity/Effex DJs – Margarita Blue – 8.30 p.m.
DJ Shane - Library – Cinnamon Lakeside – 8 p.m.
DJ Naushad – Waters Edge – 8 p.m.
Heart ‘N’ Soul – Galadari Hotel – 7 p.m.
Sam the Man – Blue Water, Wadduwa – 7 p.m. 
Duraraij – Kingsbury Poolside – 6.30 p.m.
Maxwell Fernando – Cinnamon Lakeside – 7 p.m. 
Thusitha Dananjaya – California Grill – 7 p.m.

E-mail your events to vdt@sundayobserver.lk
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A ‘Run’ that tickles 
Colombo’s funny bone

Run for Your Wife

Roaring laughter 
resounded in the 
gentle darkness 
of the Wendt on 
February 19, as 
British playwright 

Ray Cooney’s Run for Your 
Wife came alive on the boards 
as a praiseworthy production 
by seasoned thespian, Indu 
Dharmasena.  

It was a work of entertainment 
theatre well received and appre-
ciated. Indu Dharmasena and 
Co. know with acuteness how to 
tickle Colombo’s funny bone in 
full measure! 

Many years ago, much before 
my penmanship as a theatre 
reviewer began, I watched 
Romaya Gini Gani, a Sinhala 
translation of Cooney’s comedy 
produced for the Sri Lankan 
stage by the late Sinhala 
playwright and theatre 
practitioner 

Bandula Vithanage. And in the course 
of watching the action on stage and 
the dialogue that unfolded at the 
Wendt in Dharmasena’s production, 
I spotted that the title for Vithanage’s 
translation had come from a line of 
dialogue spoken by the endearing 
character Stanley Gardner, who was 
played superbly by George Cooke, 
whom incidentally I first saw act on 
stage in 2003 in Well Mudaliyar How?   

Stagecraft was well conceived 
and deserves to be complimented 
for a tastefully done set and design 
that banked not on the craft of 
a minimalist vein but a far more 
realist modality to give colour and 
form to the dual domesticity and 
interchanging space of ‘husband’ of 
the lovable taxi running 
bigamist 

John Smith. Smith who ‘runs’ himself 
between two wives in London city 
was brought to life wonderfully by 
Dharmasena. 

The two wives, Mary and Barbara, 
played by Sanwada Dharmasena and 
Michelle Herft deserve applause for 
delivering what were highly entertaining 
performances with precision and 
projection to the twisting turns and 
climatic points that had to be nuanced 
with both tonal and nonverbal 
expressions at the right time. I would 
say in general the acting was good and 
didn’t show any opening night jitters at 
all. 

My only reservation is about the 
accenting factor. 

Dharmasena maintained a naturally 
Sri Lankan pronunciation of English, 
while there was a noticeable difference 
of phonology from most of the other 
players. In respect of directorial vision 
in this regard, what can be discerned 
is that perhaps there was an effort to 
bring to life as best a ‘British drama 
experience’ possibly could be achieved 
on the stage with Sri Lankan actors. 
However, my contention is was it 
really necessary? The difference 
didn’t complement the narrative’s 
phonological scheme if it was meant 
to be a reproduction of a British 
theatre experience.  

In my experience as an observer of 
theatre, I find noticeable elocutionary 
emphasis to be a hindrance at times 
causing an imbalance in the rhythm 

of dialogue that the viewer receives 
as the auditory aspect of the play. 
The general standard urban Sri 
Lankan pronunciation of English as 
seen among bilinguals, which was 
audible in the dialogue delivered by 
Dharmasena, lends a more ‘credible 
acoustic’ to the ‘fabric of performance’. 

The lack of symmetry between 
characters in this aspect may, I’m not 
saying it necessarily will, but may 
impress on viewers an impression of 
‘artifice’ that suggest the action on 
stage as ‘contrived for performance’ 
than being ‘lived’ in theatre. 

‘Run for Your Wife’ is a delightful 
comedy but is not a play for children, 
given the nature of the themes of 

sexuality that are brought out. The 
play is classified as an adult comedy by 
British standards. The play shows how 
bigamy is a crime but homosexuality 
is decriminalised in Britain and the 
hapless Smith resorts to taking refuge 
in homosexuality rather than be 
charged for bigamy! 

The play shows how situational 
comedy can be enjoyable so long as 
everyone’s on the same and page and 
abreast with the pace of action that 
relies on the snappiness of dialogue 
that signals the turns and twists and 
confusions and advancement of the 
trickery that Smith and his unwilling 

T
he premier all-female 
ensemble Soul Sounds will 
stage their next concert ‘Born 
Free’ on March 17 at the 
Lionel Wendt Theatre. Aptly 

titled with inspiration from the famous 
movie, the concert is fully in aid of the 
Animal Protection Trust, a non-profit 
making concern that endeavours to 
foster humane treatment of all animals in 
Sri Lanka.

 Soul Sounds as a choir has always 

been about challenging themselves to 
engage the audiences in innovative ways 
and hence has chosen to support the 
cause and thematically link its concert. 
“The thought of animals and to challenge 
ourselves with a new repertoire has 
been on our minds since we participated 
at the Ihlombe!

 South African Music Festival last year 
and the girls toured the country. I guess 
this is the result,”said Soundarie David-
Rodrigo, Music Director of Soul Sounds.

 The concert will feature pop to African 
fusion chants taken from songs and 
movies linked with animals contributing 
to the message of caring for mother 
earth and its living beings that do not 
have a voice. All of this in a choral-style 
with the choir’s own arrangements.

 The Animal Protection Trust as not-
for-profit has been engaged in the larger 
domain of initiatives to combat illegal 
transportation and slaughter of cattle 
and buffaloes island-wide, ritual animal 

sacrifice, promotion of humane methods 
of animal slaughter, while also taking 
initiatives for rehabilitation and re-homing 
of abandoned puppies and kittens, cats 
and dogs, eradication of rabies in Sri 
Lanka by 2017.

 The concert is sponsored by Litro Gas 
and Soul Sounds’ exclusive sponsors 
Fairway Holdings and Dimo. 

Tickets are available at the Lionel 
Wendt Theatre Box Office from 9:30am 
to 7:00pm daily.

Soul Sounds sing for animal rights 

Soul Sounds 
during their 
safari tour in 
South Africa

by Dilshan Boange 
but faithfully enduring accomplice 
Stanley Gardner devise along the way.  

What’s his final saving grace? Say the 
truth so that it will seem a whimsical 
implausible untruth compared to the 
scandalous and entertaining elaborate 
scenario concocted to hide the ‘actual 
truth’! The Russian writer Dostoevsky 
is believed to have said –“lying is a 
delightful thing, for it leads to truth”. 
Does it happen so in this play? Perhaps, 
and perhaps not. Depends on how you 
look at it.

Sometime’s the ‘truth’ may seem 
too simple and plain to accept when 
compared to the more desired secret 
scandals that people may want to 
believe as true. The end shows how 
the deft tactician that is John Smith 
artfully manoeuvres himself to safety 
in the eyes of the law by stating simple 
true facts which are dismissed as 
incredulous by the investigating police 
officer. Thus Cooney’s play plays on the 
human mind’s desire for wanting juicy 
scandal to be at the bottom of a bizarre 
complex chain of events rather than 
accept the more real scenario, which 
may seem less of an adventure! 

Sihina Velenda

Playwright and director Thilak 
Pinnapola brought to life his Sinhala 
stage play ‘Sihina Velenda’ on the 
boards of the Punchi Theatre last 
month. The title can be translated 

to English as The Merchant of Dreams, or 
The Vendor of Dreams.  The title struck me 
as something very romantic and I ventured 
to wonder if it was to be a story bound to a 
romantic surrealist theme. Love can often seem 
dreamy and in fact does seem so at its dawn 
in the lovelorn. But love can also lead to the 
darkness of nightmares. 

Sihina Velenda is about unravelling the 
underbelly of darkness where love, lust 

and deception are made to engulf a set of 
householders living under one roof.  And the 
price is paid most dearly by a young girl who in 
all genuine naivety desires only her childhood 
‘true love’ to be her life’s companion. 

The cast consist of Priyantha Jayasinghe, 
Chandana Irugalbandara, Iresha Namali, 
Sankara Wijeratne, Wasantha Rupasinghe and 
Chathura Dasanayake. 

The play’s story moves between the plane of 
the dead and the living. The ‘present’ if we are 
to think of it as such within the frame of the text 
as it unfolds with the Maaraya (Death) being 
a narrator who addresses the audience, is very 
much the sphere of the ‘otherworldly’ and the 
‘past’ is the life of ‘Mandira’ and her daughter 
‘Piyumi’ who shared a lover named ‘Vishwa’, 
who was brought to their estate bungalow as 
an orphan and later given employment as an 
overseer of sorts. 

The play is ripe with morbidity and given 
the nature of certain elements as pregnancies 
out of wedlock, a forced abortion and ghoulish 
narrators it is not at all a stage play suitable 
for children. To this end I will even mention 
an observation of a viewer reaction where at 
a certain point in the play, as the character of 
‘Maaraya’ stomped around and bellowed his 
intimidation, I heard a small boy seated in 

the row in front of me whimper to his mother 
Amme mata bayai (Mother I feel scared).  

One of the problems I saw is placing Piyumi’s 
age within the text of the play. She is made 
to be thought of as nubile for sure, but as to 
whether she has actually reached adulthood is 
in question, since her schooling at the convent 
doesn’t seem to be over at the time the issue of a 
‘love and lust’ triangle begins. 

Mandira who is revealed to be pregnant is 
adamant to get her daughter married at the 
point she declares her love for Vishwa and 
reveals she is carrying his child. It is a tale of 
tragedy where the extents of pursuing desire 
leads to results that haunt humanity’s sense of 
shared morality.  

Sihina Velenda deals the striking question as 
to what we feel about death? As much as we 
mourn the loss of a loved one, will we rejoice at 
the demise of those we detest? However much 
love may seem an illusion, however much it 
may seem a dream that we may like to make last 
continually, the inevitability of death is the only 
lasting assurance. 

But from the very opening scene of the ghosts 
of Mandira and Piyumi who in the afterlife don’t 
really know each other, it is stated clearly that 
the reality of death is seldom fully accepted, even 
by the dead themselves.  

by Dilshan Boange 

Unravelling the 
underbelly of 
darkness

centre stage

Along with Maxi 
and Suraj – the 
Trio performs on 
Saturdays at the 
upmarket restaurant 
California Grill – 

Galadari Hotel’s most talked about 
dining restaurant. Saturday nights is 
a special evening for guests, for with 
Mignonne at the helm the evening is 
titled ‘Dance For Your Supper’. 

There is no doubt that with the 
exciting selection of supper choices, 
combined with Mignonne’s art-
istry in music and her repertoire 
which stretches to reflect the music 
throughout the years, guests will be 
making many returns to enjoy them-
selves. 

Her band Mignonne and the 
Jetliners enjoyed phenomenal 
success. Hers was the only band 
in the history of The Regent Hong 

Kong to be 
contracted successively for 16 years 
with no breaks. Her career is loaded 
with achievements. In a quick spool 
back she was the first Sri Lankan to 
be signed up by EMI Records UK 
and Keith Prowse Music London. 
Her song Coconut Mana entered the 
finals at the World Popular Song 
Festival in Tokyo, following her 
previous songs ‘Love, Don’t Let Me 
Down’ (1971) and ‘Someday My 
Love’ (1972). 

Singer iconic Maxi Rozairo makes 
a welcome return to the regular 
performing music scene to capture 
the audience with his once-in-a  life 
time voice quality that has yet to be 
paralleled. His early start was with 
the ‘Sound Waves’ and later with 
the popular Spitfires, who like the 
Jetliners made a mark in the Sri 
Lankan music industry. Who could 
forget his rendition of Bridge Over 
Troubled Waters which carried the 

required emotion to bring out 
the meaningful lyrics. When 
be teamed up with Diliup  
Gabadamudalige to perform 
as a Duo they carried off the 
Observer Golden Clef Award, 
Duo of the Year two years 
running. At present Maxi is also 
a vocal coach and wants to give 
back to the Sri Lankan music 
industry from which be learned 

so much. 
The third member of the Trio is 

the bassist Suraj Gunawardena who 
in 2006 joined the pop and rock band 
Anno Domini as an acoustic guitarist 
/ singer performing at the World 
Trade Centre. A founder member of 
the JAGS Quarted, Suraj later joined 
The A-Team and stayed with them 
from 2012 to 2014 before he was 
invited by Mignonne as her preferred 
bass guitarist. 

Now that you’ve read this run 
down of the Mignonne, Maxi and 
Suraj Trio what’s your favourite 
music to dance to? Is it Latin, 
Foxtrot, Rumbha, Quickstep or 
even the modern groove? You can 
have it all at Dance For Your Supper 
with Mignonne and her Trio, at the 
California Grill.  

Pictures by 
Sulochana Gamage        
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Artists-in-Residence Theatre Program

Wonder Woman
The British Council Sri Lanka will  

celebrate International Women’s Day 
with Mind Adventures who will perform 
their original work ‘Wonder Woman’ on 
March 8, 9, 11 and 12 March at the British 
Council Library.  Wonder Woman is a revue 
featuring song, dance and comedy sketches 
that examines commonly held beliefs and 
expectations on the different roles a woman 
holds. Through humour, the show looks at 
how gender stereotypes are perpetuated and 
what we can do to bridge the gender gap. 

The play was inspired by a UK newspaper 

article on the UN’s Make it Happen initiative 
on gender equality. 

The article, entitled ‘International 
Women’s Day 2015: 10 Ways to make 
Equality Happen’ listed practical ways to 
speed up gender equality. 

The revue presents inequality issues such 
as body image; women’s experiences of the 
gender gap; gender stereotypes and women’s 
attitudes to each other, in ways that engage, 
entertain and inform audiences, leaving 
them with food for thought and a desire to 
investigate further.

MOVIES

returns to
Mignonne 

Sound of Dreams

nalaka
New Stamp


